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The following paper discusses safety 
aspects of machines designed on the basis 
of fatigue criteria as opposed to designs 
based on a safety factor. A few wire rope re-
lated examples, both historical and recent, 
illustrate how unsafe conditions develop 
and how they could possibly be avoided.

If you look up the word safety in a dictio-
nary, you might fi nd the following defi niti-
on: Safety is the absence of danger.

When engineers started to quantify diffe-
rent levels of safety, they were confron-
ted with a diffi cult question: How do you 
measure the absence of danger? 

The fi rst engineering attempt was to defi ne 
a safety factor. This factor was supposed 
to express by how much stronger a given 
structure was compared to the forces it 
was subjected to. If the safety factor was 
e. g. 4, the structure could theoretically 
support forces up to 4 times as high as the 
maximum forces it would ever be subjec-
ted to.

The story of the safety factor is a story of-
trial and error. Nobody really knew what the 
optimum level for the ‘absence of danger’ 
was. Long periods without accidents en-
couraged the engineers to lower the safe-
ty factors because obviously they were 
‘overdesigning’ the structures and were 
therefore wasting material and money. 

Sudden failures of structures, on the other 
hand, would tell the engineers that ob-
viously they had to increase the „absence-
of danger“ by raising the safety factors to 
account for unknown stresses or stress 
concentrations.

The safety factor became known as the 
„factor of ignorance“.

A historical example (1): The safety 
factor of bridges

In 1847, the Dee bridge in the UK, desig-
ned by the famous engineer Robert Ste-
phenson, collapsed under the weight of 

a railway train only eight months after its 
completion. A jury analyzed the failure and 
found that the safety factor had been as 
low as 1,6. The jury decided that the safe-
ty factor for future bridges built in the UK 
should not be less than 6.

John Roebling, the designer of the East 
River Suspension Bridge, today better 
known as the Brooklyn Bridge (Fig. 1), was 
not only one of the leading bridge builders 
of his time, he was also the fi rst manufactu-
rer of wire rope on the American continent.

Based on his experience with both wire 
ropes and bridges Roebling agreed that 
every enduring structure should initially be 
put in place six times stronger than needed 
to carry the highest expected load.The ex-
tra strength was anticipated as a buffer for 
deterioration due to corrosion or fatigue, 
for shock loads and many other unpredic-
table infl uences.

Consequently, the suspension ropes of the 
Brooklyn Bridge were also designed with 
a safety factor of 6. During the time the 
bridge was being built, John Roebling died, 
and his son Washington Roebling continued 

Fig. 1: The Brooklyn Bridge
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his work. After the stone towers were com-
pleted in 1877, the main cables were spun 
in place. Wire by wire was pulled over the 
pylons so that it could adopt its natural ca-
tenary, and then it was bundled with the 
other wires. This procedure, invented by 
John Roebling, allowed the wires inside 
the bend to be shorter and the wires out-
side the bend to be longer than those in 
the center, guaranteeing a uniform stress 
distribution over the cable cross section.

Before installation, every steel wire was 
tested by an independent observer, and 
wires with insuffi cient strength were rejec-
ted. In 1878, Washington Roebling noticed 
that the pile of rejected wire, which should 
be slightly growing each week, had actual-
ly almost disappeared. He started a secret 
investigation and found that all the rejec-
ted wires had been worked into the main 
cables anyway!

He did some calculations, taking into ac-
count the reduced strength of the rejected 
wires, and found that by slightly redesig-
ning the cables and adding extra wires, 
he could still maintain a safety factor of 5. 
He decided not to mention the problem to 
anybody and to fi nish the bridge with a re-
duced safety factor of 5.

But while the bridge was still under 
construction, the bridge owners, who 
were completely unaware of the reduced 
strength of the main cables, decided to 
modify the bridge deck and to include rail-
way tracks! Their calculations showed that 
this would reduce the safety factor of the 
ropes to about 5, but they concluded that 
the bridge would still be strong enough. 
Washington Roebling, however, was the 
only one to know that the safety factor was 
already down to 5 and that the additional 
weights would actually reduce the safety 
factor down to only 4! 

Roebling decided the bridge was still 
„safe“ and modifi ed it as requested. Time 
has proved him correct: Heavy railroad 
trains crossed the bridge for more than 50 
years, and after more than 120 years of 

heavy daily traffi c the main cables of the 
Brooklyn Bridge are still in place.

The safety factor of ropes and cranes 

A crane or a reeving system designed with 
a high safety factor is not necessarily ‘sa-
fer’ than one with a lower safety factor.The 
contrary might even be true.

The concept of a ‘safety’ factor applied to 
ropes and cranes reveals a complete mi-
sunderstanding of the failure mechanisms 
that actually take place in every structure 
which is stressed above its fatigue limit.

As discussed above, the safety factor is 
based on the highest possible stress level 
that might possibly occur. But it is not the 
stress level itself that makes structures fail 
but the continuous change in stress level. 
We call that failure mechanism fatigue.

Tension- tension fatigue 

Let us suppose we subject a steel wire 
rope to a load of 50% of its breaking 
strength. The safety factor is only 2, but 
if the line pull does not change and if the 
rope does not travel over sheaves, it could 
theoretically support the load for an unli-
mited time. 

Let us now subject the same rope to a 
line pull which continuously changes bet-
ween 2% and 10% of the rope’s breaking 
strength. We now have a very high safety 
factor of 10 (5 times higher than in the pre-
vious example). But now the changes in 
line pull will continuously cause changes 
in the stress level of the rope wires, which 
in turn will cause relative motions between 
the rope elements. These mechanisms will 
cause wire fatigue and material abrasion, 
which in turn will reduce the strength of the 
rope. So in spite of its high safety factor 
this rope will only have a limited lifetime.

Bending fatigue

Let us now subject the rope to a constant 
line pull of 10% of the rope’s breaking 
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strength, but let it run back and forth over 
a sheave with a diameter of 16 times the 
nominal rope diameter (D/d = 16). We have 
a very high safety factor of 10 again, but 
now the bending stresses and the sheave 
contact pressures will add to the stresses 
caused by the line pull. The changes bet-
ween the straight and the bent condition 
will create severe changes in the stress 
level of the rope wires and cause great re-
lative motions between the rope elements. 
These mechanisms again will cause wire 
fatigue and material abrasion,which in turn 
will reduce the strength of the rope. So in 
spite of its constant line pull this rope will 
only have a limited lifetime.

Let us now double the rope diameter. This 
will increase the safety factor from 10 to 
40. Is our reeving system safer now? And 
will our rope last longer? No.

By doubling the rope diameter, we will au-
tomatically decrease the D/d- ratio from 
16 to 8, thereby severely increasing our 
bending stresses (the fl uctuating part of 
our stresses). In spite of the higher safe-
ty factor our rope will therefore deteriorate 
much faster than before.

A higher safety factor will not make the ree-
ving system safer. It might in some cases 
postpone the rope failure to a later date, 
but in other cases it might even accelerate 
it.

It is very important to understand that if we 
have changes in line pull or if the rope is 
running over sheaves, it will fail. Therefore 
wire ropes must be inspected at regular in-
tervals in order to be discarded before an 
unsafe condition occurs.

Every wire rope will fail if it is not taken 
out of service in time.

We should stop using the word ‘safety’ in 
context with machine elements which we 
know will inevitably fail if we keep using 
them. It is much safer to call the old safety 
factor the ‘design factor’.

Sometimes we cause failure by trying to 
make things safer. Galileo Galilei [ 1 ] re-
ports an early example:

A historical example (2): The marble 
column

Marble columns often had to lay on the 
ground for long periods of time before 
being erected. If they remained in contact 
with the fl oor, they would discolour on one 
side. So they were normally laid on two 
supports (Fig. 2). Sometimes, a column 
would break in the middle under its own 
weight.

Galilei reports: „A large marble column 
was laid out so that its two ends rested 
each upon a piece of beam; a little later 
it occured to a mechanic that, in order to 
be doubly sure of its not breaking in the 
middle by its own weight, it would be wise 
to lay a third support midway; this seemed 
to all an excellent idea.“

The column broke in the middle short-
ly afterwards, but not in spite of the third 
support but because of the third support.
Under the weight of the column, the sup-
ports would be pressed into the ground at 
different rates, based on the hardness of 
the ground. If the middle support would 
give the most, it would be of no value. If 
one of the outer supports would give more 
than the others, it would almost certainly 
lead to the failure (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2: Column with 2 supports

Fig. 3: Column with 3 supports
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There are similar examples from the wire 
rope world:

A modern case study (1): The second 
aluminium clamp

In a great opera house engineers were 
very concerned that the ends of the small 
diameter steel wire ropes operating the 
scenery above the performers were only 
secured by one aluminium clamp (Fig. 4). 
They decided to secure the ends of all ro-
pes operating above the stage using two 
clamps (Fig. 5), assuming that this would 
double the safety of the end connections.
A few months later one of these end con-
nections failed. It did not fail in spite of the 
second clamp, but because of the second 
clamp.

In the clamp zone, the ‘live’ rope line usu-
ally transfers 50% of the line pull to the 
dead line (Fig. 4). If a second clamp is fi t-
ted in the vicinity of the fi rst, it might hap-
pen that - due to uncontrollable movement 
in the section between the clamps during 
the pressing procedure - the ‘live’ load line 
is slightly longer than the ‘dead’ line. As a 
consequence, one of the clamps must now 
transfer not only 50%, but100% of the line 
pull (Fig. 5). When the line pull is high, the 
clamp cannot withstand these stresses. It 
will break, transferring the full load onto 
the other clamp as a shock load. This will 
make the second clamp fail as well.

If you increase the number of clamps you 
decrease the level of safety.

A modern case study (2): The rope 
socks

Rope socks or ‘Chinese fi ngers’ are made 
of braided wires or strands and are used 
to install electrical cables or steel wire ro-
pes (Fig. 6). One day the author was pre-
sent when a hoist rope was installed on an 
offshore crane. The rope sock was pulled 
over the rope end, and the fi tters started 
to secure the sock by a greater number of 
wire seizings (Fig. 7 right). The author stop-
ped them and said there should only be Fig. 5: End connection with two clamps

Fig. 4: End connection with one clamp
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one seizing, and that should be at the sock 
end. He was told to stay away: it had been 
done like this for 20 years, and it would be 
done like this for another 20 years.

It wouldn’t: When the rope was pulled 80m 
up the boom, the connection failed and 
the rope fell down, luckily not hurting any-
body. 40m of rope had been damaged and 
had to be cut off.

What had the fi tters done wrong? A rope 
sock must be secured by only one seizing 
at the end (Fig. 7 left). Under load, the 
sock will get longer and thinner, there by 
gripping the rope the harder the more 
it was pulled at. If, however, the sock is 
secured by a greater number of seizings 
along its length, the seizings will prevent it 
from getting longer and thereby prevent it 
from getting thinner and from gripping the 
rope.

So when the rope was installed, it was 
only held by the last seizing. The higher 
the rope was pulled, the heavier the load 
on the seizing would get, and fi nally the 
seizing would break. Then the full load 
would be transferred to the second last 
seizing, which in turn would fail. Within a 
second this mechanism would repeat it-
self until all seizings were broken, and the 
rope would fall down.

If you increase the number of seizings you 
decrease the level of safety.

Seemingly logical decisions can cause a 
disaster:

A modern case study (3): The shortened 
rope length

A 400t ladle crane in a steel mill had a lifting 
height of 40m. It could lift the ladle basket 
from 10m below to 30m above the fl oor 
level. The hoist ropes had always achieved 
a service life of about 15 months.

After a few years of operation, the 10m 
hole in the ground had to make way for a 
road and was therefore fi lled and paved. 

Fig. 6: Installing a wire rope using a sock 
(incorrect method)
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After a few months, the production su-
pervisor realized that the crane could no 
longer lower the block below ground level 
and would therefore no longer require two 
sets of ropes for a lifting height of 40m but 
for 30m only. His superior agreed, and the 
next set of ropes was ordered correspon-
dingly shorter.

After 10 months of service the ropes failed, 
causing a damage of half a million dollars. 
The reason: internal fatigue in an unexpec-
ted area.

The crane had been designed so that in 
the highest position of the block the fl eet 
angles between the wire ropes coming off 
the drum and the fi rst sheaves were 0° 
(Fig. 8). In the lowest block position, the 
fl eet angles achieved the maximum per-
missible value of 4°.

After the modifi cation, however, a few 
wraps of rope were missing on the drums. 
Therefore in every position of the block the 
ropes had greater fl eet angles than before. 
The fl eet angles were now 2,56° in the 
highest (Fig. 9) and more than the permis-
sible 4° in the lowest block position.

Because the permissible fl eet angle of 4° 
was exceeded in the lowest position, the 
crane would no longer have been allowed 
to operate. But what really caused the fai-
lure was the considerable fl eet angle of 
2,56° in the highest block positions: The 
twist caused by the fl eet angle of 4° in the 
low position was taken up by relatively long 
rope lengths, whereas the twist caused by 
the fl eet angle of 2,56° in the highest posi-
tion had to be absorbed by very short rope 
sections. These sections were severely 
unlayed, overloading the rope cores and 
fi nally leading to a rope break without any 
warning.

Undoubtedly the shortening of the rope 
caused the failure. But what did the crane 
user do wrong? Changing the rope lengths 
changes important design parameters of the 
system (e. g. the fl eet angles) and may there-
fore not be done by the crane user alone. 

Fig. 7: Correct (left) and incorrect (right) 
number of seizings
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He should therefore have consulted the 
crane designer. The crane designer would 
have moved the fi xed point on the drum in 
order to keep the same fl eet angles (Fig. 10).

Wire ropes will inevitably fail if we do not 
discard them in time. Therefore we must 
regularly inspect them. But we must do it 
in the right places (Fig. 11).

A modern case study (4): Wire rope 
inspection at the equalizer sheave

Fig. 12 shows the reeving system of a twin 
drum overhead crane. The mid sheave is 
called the equalizer sheave. It is meant to 
compensate differences in rope length or 
line pull which might occur between the 
two sides of the reeving system. 

During lifting and lowering of the block, 
the two travelling sheaves will make a few 
revolutions. The equalizer sheave in the 
middle, however, will normally not rotate at 
all. Many standards acknowledge this fact 
by allowing the equalizer sheaves to have 
a smaller diameter than the other sheaves 
in the reeving system. 

In the past, accidents have happened be-
cause wire ropes have failed right at the 
equalizer sheaves. Why? Let us take a look 
at the number of bending cycles different 
sections of the wire rope will undergo du-
ring a typical crane operation:

During the lifting operation, section ‘A’ of 
the wire rope will travel over 1 sheave (= 
1 bending cycle) and onto the drum (=1/2 
bending cycle). Then the crane will trans-
port its load to a different location and lo-
wer it back to the ground. During the lowe-
ring operation, section ‘A’ of the wire rope 
will leave the drum (= 1/2 bending cycle) 
and travel over 1 sheave again (= 1 ben-
ding cycle). In total, section ‘A’ will have 
done 3 bending cycles.

Let us now take a look at section ‘B’ close 
to the equalizer sheave: During lifting, sec-
tion ‘B’ will not be subjected to any ben-
ding. It will stay right in front of the sheave. 

Fig. 8: Original reeving system

Fig. 9: Modifi ed reeving system

Fig. 10: How the reeving system should 
have been modifi ed
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But during the transport of the load th-
rough the building, the load will swing un-
der the crane bridge, constantly creating 
length differences between the two sides 
of the reeving system.

Therefore, a short length of wire rope will-
continuously travel on and off the equali-
zer sheave, subjecting section ‘B’ to e.g. 
30 bending cycles.

Section ‘B’ is the most stressed rope zone 
in this particular reeving system. It will be 
subjected to 10 times as many bending cy-
cles as section ‘A’, and even over a redu-
ced diameter! But often it is the only sec-
tion of rope which will not be inspected, on 
the one hand because it is not accessible, 
on the other hand because in theory ‘it 
does not work’.

Only reeving systems with a great number 
of running sheaves are ‘safe’ with respect 
to fatigue at the equalizer sheave because 
they will have other, more accessible areas 
subjected to even greater fatigue.

Sometimes an accident happens because 
there was nothing we could have learnt the 
lesson from. The accident simply happens 
because nothing similar has ever happe-
ned before:

A historical example (3): The Tacoma 
Narrows Bridge 

The Tacoma Narrows Bridge was opened 
for traffi c on July 1st, 1940. It was built to 
the engineering standards of the time, but 
it collapsed after only four months of ser-
vice on November 7, 1940.

Fig. 11: Thorough rope inspection (in the wrong location)

Fig. 12: Twin drum overhead crane with an 
equalizer sheave

A

B
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The bridge collapse was not caused by an 
overload. It was caused by a relatively inof-
fensive wind which lifted the bridge girder 
and made it swing in a torsional eigenmo-
de, an effect never observed on bridges 
before (Fig. 13). And if you have not seen 
the fi lm about the bridge collapse, you will 
not believe that such a large bridge can 
swing as much as this one did.

they are. But failures keep happening. The 
examples above showed a certain lack of 
understanding of the mechanisms that fi -
nally led to failure, but also that some-
times things happen which we haven’t 
foreseen.

We should learn the engineering lessons 
taught by these accidents, and we should 
understand their moral: that we should 
never be complacent about safety.

The author would like to thank Dr. Isabel 
Ridge, Casar, for proofreading the paper 
and making helpful suggestions.
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Fig. 13: The Tacoma Narrows bridge 
collapse

A modern case study (5): The Cavalese 
accident

In February 1998, an American military-
aircraft hit the 51mm ropes of a ski lift in 
Cavalese, Italy. Experts would have pre-
dicted any aircraft hitting a steel wire rope 
with a breaking strength of more than 200t 
would have been destroyed. The wire rope, 
on the other hand, would have been given 
a great chance of survival. The opposite 
happened: the aircraft severed the track 
rope and even cut the haulage rope in two 
locations 1,5m apart from each other, but 
returned to its airbase almost undamaged.

It was later found that the high speed of 
the aircraft had caused an impact force to 
propagate through the rope cross section 
in two nearby locations, breaking the rope 
wire by wire, thereby not allowing the wi-
res to ‘bundle’ their forces and stop the 
aircraft.

After a few hundred years of engineering 
our failure statistics should be better than 
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Roland’s rules for crane ropes 
and reeving systems

Crane Design

• Use the largest sheave diameters possible

• Use the smallest rope diameters possible

• Minimise the number of sheaves

• Avoid reverse bends

• Use the right groove diameters (nominal  
 rope diameter + 6%)

• Keep the fl eet angles low

• Use sheaves with groove angles 45° and  
 greater

• Have a heavy block with a low center of  
 gravity

• For block stability, have a reeving system  
 with a large base

• Avoid uneven numbers of rope falls

• Avoid rollers

• Avoid equalizer sheaves, use equalizer  
 beams or equalizer drums, if possible

• Avoid multi- layer spooling where possible

Rope Selection

• Use the right ropes (not the cheapest,   
 but the safest) 

• Don’t use standardized ropes

• Don’t use ropes with fi bre core

• Prefer 8- strand ropes to 6- strand ropes

• Use ropes with plastic infi ll, if you can

• Use rotation resistant ropes only if 
 necessary

• Rotation resistant ropes should have 14  
 outer strands or more

• Use galvanized ropes

• For multi- layer spooling, use Lang’s lay  
 ropes

• For multi- layer spooling, use ropes with  
 compacted outer strands

• For fatigue resistance, use ropes with   
 thinner outer wires

• For abrasion resistance, use ropes with  
 thicker outer wires

• For right hand drums or reevings, use left  
 hand ropes

•  For left hand drums or reevings, use right  
 hand ropes

Rope Storage

•  Store your ropes in clean and dry places

•  Ropes stored outside must be protected  
 against rain and moisture

Rope Installation

•  Avoid twisting the rope during installation

•  Before cutting ropes, make proper seizings

• Overwind- overwind or underwind   
 underwind

•  Avoid any transfer of twist from the old  
 rope to the new rope

•  Install ropes spooling in multi- layer un- 
 der tension

Rope Selection

Rope Storage

Rope Installation
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Crane Operation

•  Avoid dynamic loads (easier said than  
 done)

•  Don’t slew while you are lifting or don’t  
 lift while you are slewing

•  Don’t modify anything without consulting  
 the crane designer

Rope Inspection

•  Inspect your wire ropes frequently

•  Inspect your wire ropes in the right   
 places:

 • in the most fatigued zones

 • at load pick- up points

 • at the equalizer sheaves

 • on the drum

•  Inspect the rope end connections

•  Measure the grooves of sheaves & drums

•  Use NDT if you can

•  Keep an inspection log book

Rope Maintenance

•  Remove broken wires

•  Relubricate your ropes at regular intervals

•  Use a pressure lubricator if you can

•  Use a cut and slip procedure if you can

General

•  Keep learning and improving

•  Don’t ever feel safe
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